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Walking Among the Stones 

 Jonathan Glass-Riley, Senor Pastor of Lakewood Baptist Church. 
 

“Blessed are the poor in spirit, 

    for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven. 

Blessed are those who mourn, 

    for they will be comforted. 

Blessed are the merciful, 

    for they will be shown mercy. 

Blessed are the pure in heart, 

    for they will see God.” 

The Gospel of Matthew, Chapter Five. 

 

For the whole of her life, my mother cherished time spent in cemeteries… time spent under the canopy of God’s 
Creation… time strolling among her sleeping ancestors… time walking among the stones.     

As a child, I silently interpreted this behavior as nothing more than my mother needing time apart from The Quick 
(The Living) in order to simply be sad among The Dead.   

From my perspective, this was her opportunity to quietly shed tears… to navigate the chambers of her grief…. and to 
be upset that all those loved ones were no longer with us, strolling with us upon the same sod, breathing the same 
sweet air.  

For centuries in Jewish Cultures, cemeteries were/are often referred to “Houses of Life.”  Because a Cemetery is a 
Home for Stories - - - stories of lives well led… of lives lost… of the fingerprints these lives have left behind.   As I 
grew older, appreciating cemeteries as “Houses of Life,” I came to realize that when my mother walked among the 
stones, it wasn’t simply because she was crestfallen.  Rather, these pilgrimages were promenades pregnant with 
reflection, recalling “that which once had been,” and remembering “that which was not returning.”  These silent strolls 
provided my mother a way to exercise her Grief: This was sadness shoe-laced into sneakers.  For my mother, walking 
among the stones was a way of Lamenting.  

* 
Like Love itself, grief is a persisting event.  It’s a perpetual part of who we are, expressed in our initial invocation as 
we cry our way into this world, departing from the sacred precinct of our mother’s wombs.  Since our very first birthday, 
we’ve known loss to be a handmaiden of life.  To live is to lose.  This is part of the human condition.   

Our spiritual ancestors in Israel knew this to be true, and honored it appropriately.  Public lament was a reoccurring 
theme in their culture, informing their theological praxes and shared rituals. 

And yet when it comes to grief, our contemporary culture is largely lacking such appreciation and literacy.  For so 
many of us, grief is dismissed as embarrassing, inconvenient and uncomfortable… to say the least. And actually 
expressing that grief invites an entirely different - and decidedly daunting - challenge.   

The Beatitudes remind us: “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven. Blessed are those who 
mourn, for they will be comforted.”   
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And yet we silently and secretly tell ourselves: “Well that may be true.  But better our tears be shed off camera.”  Even 
if we embrace grief, we strategically avoid the town square, lamenting instead in our cloistered cafes and prayer 
closets.   

* 
The author Annie LaMott once suggested that losing a loved one is like living with a broken leg which healed rather 
imperfectly.    We never walk the same way again… the way you used to “back then” in the “good old days.”  Instead, 
we learn to dance with our limps… and to move our bodies in a new manner. 

Such a process may prove helpful in some ways and on some levels.  Yet it’s also Herculean, heroically fueled by 
the force of human will, and largely ignoring the importance of lamenting.   And – yes – this occurs even among 
people of Faith. 

In his book, Prophetic Lament, Soong-Chan Rah reminds us: “The story of suffering is often swept under the rug in 
order avoid discomfort or ‘bad’ feelings. Lament is denied because the dead body in front of us is being denied.”  

Again the words of Jesus overshadow our imagination:  “Blessed are those who mourn, for they will be comforted.”   

But Brothers and Sisters:  Those who mourn will not be comforted by our artful denials, our posing, our pretending, 
and our denial.  Nor will the fullness of our shared lament be acknowledged if it remains stuffed in the pickle jar of our 
propriety.   

Put differently: If the Church is “ignoring the body,” then we are denying our license to lament.   If the Church is 
“ignoring the body,” then we are failing to Love.   

As mentioned above, our spiritual ancestors in Israel were inclined to share their grief collectively and publicly.  
Meaning that “Once Upon A Time,” our Community knew how to lament.  And today - in the Here & Now – we still 
hold the God-given license to do the same!   So the question begs: Will we possess the courage to exercise such a 
license?  

In a recent article in “The Christian Citizen,” Rev. Corey Fields offered this encouraging reminder: “As Christians: 
Naming, claiming, and giving voice to pain is a gift we give to each other… a gift that legitimizes the experience of 
suffering and imparts the healing balm of solidarity.”  

As Christians we need not suffer solo.  We need not grieve only in the sequestered shadows.  Rather, we can lament 
- and we should lament - publicly!   To do so - to be true to Scripture, Spirit and Story - would do the Body good!   

* 
I think we can all agree: The World is truly topsy-turvy right now, and riddled with Sorrows.  Like a Gremlin or a Golem 
(in ways small and large, covert and overt) Grief is moving amok... stirring discouragement... disappointments... 
dashed dreams... despair... and - yes – even death.   We reason to lament.  

And I would also suggest that that very same Topsy-Turvy World is waiting…. waiting for you… waiting for me…. 
waiting for us to be the Church together… waiting for us to offer a countercultural living example of “Good Grief” 
steeped in our Faith and informed by our own experiences as the People of God, never abandoned and perpetually 
comforted.  I would suggest the weary, wary world is:  
 

1. Waiting for us not to ignore, deny or pretend. 
2. Waiting for us to Shepherd just as we’ve been shepherded. 
3. Waiting for us to be Wounded Healers, who’ve been anointed by the Wounded Healer, Jesus the Christ.   
4. Waiting for us to come alongside them.  To gaze upon their grief.  To listen to their laments.  To share their 

specific stories - - - to Walk Among the Stones. 
 
May we rise to this Holy Task.   
May we be the Church. 
Amen & Amen! 


